
Hello Vitaly, 

 

What an absurd! There are lots of haters and jealous people around. 

Indeed, we had one lot with the mistake (strawberry flavor), which was right away corrected. I 

don't recollect if there were any upside down prints, if so, these could be singular products. We 

had also reported to people that one batch of Nitro Whey bags wasn't properly sealed. We have 

accepted any complaints and provided exchange, if needed.  

 

I have been a distributor of many brands, mostly from the US, and I have seen many bigger 

imperfections, though I dealt with ON, BSN, MuscleTech, MET-Rx. There is no brand on the 

market which hasn't any problem, package or quality, you name it. I have even found on MP 

Arnold Series few misspellings and have informed the company.  

 

I don't know who is trying to throw such accusation, whether it is a competitor who only waits to 

take over MEX distribution or consider MEX as big threat to their distribution. 

 

MEX is manufactured in the US, New York area. There are fourth line - shots and protein bars in 

preparation, which will be manufactured in the EU (Germany). Our accessories are 

manufactured in Pakistan, I don't make any secret on that. I do also have a second brand - 

Multisport Technology (MUST), which I have mentioned to you (as the cheaper brand), which I 

manufacture in the EU (Germany). There is no singular product manufactured in Poland, 

somebody spreads big lie.  

 

Many people cannot bear with the fact that MEX has became such strong brand and offers such 

good prices which can compete with local brands. The answer is simple: We produce nutrients 

at the factories which also provide us with row materials. We develop and patent unique 

formulas of our products as well as design labels and choose packages, while more than 99% 

of Polish companies have uses only own logo on ready products. Moreover, we do sale over 10 

000 pcs of Whey protein per month and deal with higher amounts, thus saving through 

quantity.  

 

I wouldn't be surprised to hear that Flex Wheeler is not American but Polish. I also heard once, 

that MEX is manufactured in Ukraine and that I am only the importer. You figure out yourself. 

 

Best Regards, 

Mike 

 


